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if

you think about it from a certain
perspective, photographing the
life of a farm isn’t all that much
different from photographing a wedding. A local
farmer gazing over his fields with a mixture of
love and determination in his eyes can be equally as compelling as a bride elegantly swathed in
yards of silk looking on the face of her groom.
The settings are about as different as they can
be — dusty cows coming in from the pasture
versus posh table settings and floral displays —
but at the heart of both is the story.
About five years ago, Clare Barboza came
around to this realization, sort of. After a decade
spent locking in her successful brand as a Seattlebased wedding photographer, Clare decided
it was time for a change. To put it bluntly, she
was feeling exhausted by the wedding industry
in general, and finally admitted to herself that
her heart was no longer in it. “I built a name
and enjoyed it,” she says, “but, I always knew it
wasn’t my passion.”
After finishing art school with a BFA in photography, Clare says she just “fell into” wedding
photography without initially planning to make
it a career. A few amazing clients in the beginning led to more amazing clients, and things just
progressed from there until she had a thriving
wedding business. But, five years ago, the bloom
finally fell off of the wedding bouquet.
“I’m a big believer in following whatever
makes you happy,” she says. “Life is way too
short to work where you’re not happy. Weddings taught me to shoot on the fly and under
stressful circumstances, which is why I still have
huge respect for wedding photographers. But
I started dreading the weekend, and that’s not
somewhere I needed to be.”
What Clare wanted to photograph was food.
She cut back on weddings to ease her transition, and picked up some food and catering
gigs through her wedding connections. She was
thrilled to find that her storytelling drive was just
as strong as ever, she just needed a new muse.
“It really led me back to how much I love
telling a story through photography,” she says.
“Going into someone’s restaurant, doing all the
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“…how they sourced their food, it all put me back in touch with storytelling.”
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“I’ve always been obsessed with what goes into growing our food,” she says. “I’ve always loved being on farms.”
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beautiful portrait work and detail shots, getting
the backstory of the people in the kitchens and
how they sourced their food, it all put me back
in touch with storytelling.”
Not long after, a friend in public relations put
her in touch with a restaurateur-turned-farmer
who needed a photographer to document his
farm over the course of a year. “I met him and
literally said, ‘I am the photographer for you.
How do I prove it?’” Clare did a test shoot and
was hired. She spent the next year documenting
everything from farm dinners to harvesting to
slaughtering meat — just about everything that
occurred on the farm. “I said to my husband, I
really just want to shoot farms and food, can I
do that?’ It felt so right, I had to pursue it.”
Clare continued to push her name out to
every person she knew connected to food or the
food industry in Seattle. Eventually, her portfolio
made its way to an editor at Sasquatch Books,
who hired her for the first of five cookbooks.
“That first body of work, that year on the farm,”
Clare says in a notably soft voice, “it was incredible what those photos did for me.”
Now fully established as a food photographer, Clare delights in shooting all aspects of
food from documenting the frenzied pace of a
restaurant kitchen to styling recipes for editorial
projects to capturing the subtle nuances of daily
life on the farm. She’s shot 15 printed cookbooks
through multiple publishers and seven digital
format cookbooks, and thrives off of each
project being different from the last. She’s back
at the pace of her former wedding business,
only now her storytelling heart is stirred by the
never-ending story of food.
“I’ve always been obsessed with what goes
into growing our food,” she says. “I’ve always
loved being on farms. It’s a natural crossover. I
love working with cows and goats and chickens.
Consistently, the farmers I’ve met and photographed are incredibly passionate about what
they do and love it. It’s really inspiring to see that
work ethic and passion.” C

Portrait photograph by Laurel McConnell

See more of Clare’s work online and check out
her upcoming farm and food photography
workshops at clarebarboza.com.

CLARE’S TOOLS

For farm work, Clare keeps it
simple and light. Camera:
Canon EOS 5D Mark II. Lens:
Canon 24-70mm f/2.8L EF USM.
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